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TNT

Applications
 Widely used for both military and civil applications.

 Key component of MK-80 series of general-purpose 
bombs and other ammunition.

RDX

Applications
 Melt-casted 
and pressed 
military charge.
 

Pyrotechnics 
(cap-relay, cutting 
cords, detonators).

 

Initiation and main 
charges for oil well 
perforating charges.

Saudi Chemical
Company Limited 
The Leading Manufacturer of Energetic Materials, Military 
Products and Solutions in Saudi Arabia for 50 Years

Fuzes
SCCL facilities have the capability to produce various types of Fuzes for MK series 
bombs and artillery. Currently SCCL produces two derivatives: M-904 and M-905 
impact-driven fuzes for mechanical warheads which are both suitable for MK-80 
series or similar low-drag general purpose bombs. Both fuze types can be 
configured for various arming times and explosive operating delays imposed by the 
specific needs of the military mission.

SCCL M-904 & M-905 fuzes conform to military standard MIL-STD-331C.

TNT Type 1 (2, 4, 6-trinitrotoluene) is a solid nitrogenous 
compound used as a military explosive, particularly as 
the explosive component of general-purpose bombs. 
Because it is relatively insensitive to shock and cannot 
be started without a detonator, TNT is also used as a 
cover for sensitive explosives. 

SCCL produces TNT conforming to military standard 
MIL-DTL-248D.

Recrystallized and stabilized RDX type-1 (T4, cyclo-
trimethylene-trinitramine) is a high explosive military-grade 
product, used as the main charge in detonators, bombs 
and grenades due to its chemical stability and resistance, 
whether used pure or in compositions. For storage, RDX is 
coated with a wax desensitizer, while for safe transport, its 
moisture content is kept to at least 20 percent.

SCCL produces RDX products that conform to military 
standard MIL-DTL-398 D

Saudi Chemical Company Holding 

saudi_chemicalsaudichemical.com

military@saudichemical.com

+966 11 47 67 432

+966 504 83 64 10
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Aerospace Engineers Private Limited (AEPL) is an 
AS9100D, DGAQA, ISO45001, EMS14001, 
OHSAS 18001 and ZED Gold certified company, 

manufacturing high-precision aerospace components, 
LRUs and sub-assemblies for 100-per cent Aerospace 
products in India under metallic and non-metallic group. 
Established in 1988, AEPL caters to the requirements of 
Aerospace components at the global level. AEPL has two 
production units located at Salem Aeropark, Salem, Tamil 
Nadu and Plant II in Hosur, near Bengaluru.

‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’
AEPL’s core capabilities include indigenizing details as 

well as the assembly. The company has developed more 
than 20,000 parts that fully meet the global aviation 
requirements.  Adhering  to the international quality 
standards and earning the absolute approval from the 
authorities of the global aviation industry demonstrate 
AEPL’s relentless commitment towards quality. With this 
strategy, AEPL has been engaged in the ‘Atmanirbhar 
Bharat’ initiative for many years.

AEPL is also focusing on ‘Vocal for Local’ apart from 
indigenization. Out of about 94 lakh registered MSMEs 
in India, AEPL is rated with ‘Gold’ rating under ZED 
(Zero Defect and Zero Effect) quality promotion scheme 

AEPL: Meeting Global Standards in 
Making Aerospace Components

R. Sundaram 
MD & CEO, AEPL

The core capabilities of Aerospace Engineers Private 
Limited (AEPL) include indigenizing details as well 
as the assembly. The company has developed more 
than 20,000 parts that fully meet the global aviation 
requirements

launched by Government of 
India. Currently, AEPL is working 
diligently to achieve the ‘Platinum’ 
rating in ZED. AEPL’s accurate 
technical testing facilities have 
enabled the firm’s Quality Clinic 
System to get certified by UTC 
Aerospace Systems, USA.

Recently, AEPL won a very 
prestigious long-term contract from 
aerospace giant Boeing for supply 
of critical aircraft parts. To enable 
further expansion towards fulfilling 
the contract, AEPL is establishing 
dedicated facilities at Salem and 
Hosur.

Currently, AEPL has been 
expanding its services with an 
efficient and dedicated team 
of 300 employees to deliver 
quality products meeting global 
requirements to its customers 
in the Aerospace and Defence 
domain around the world.

Over 120 varieties of unique 
rubber compounds are 
manufactured and delivered by 
AEPL according to Global Aviation 
Standards, with the approval 
of the Indian authorities. AEPL 
has emerged as a pioneering 
manufacturer of inflatable cockpit 
seals, which were resourcefully 
developed for Kiran, LCA, LCA 
Trainer, Su30MKI and IJT. The 
biggest achievement of AEPL is 
that most of the fighter aircrafts 
in India are flown using AEPL’s 
cockpit seals.

The Centre for Military 
Airworthiness Certification 
(CEMILAC) in India has accorded 
airworthiness clearance for 1,124 
unique items which include rubber 
components for use on aircraft, 

helicopters, missiles, Civil Aviation, 
and other systems.

Missile projects
AEPL has proved its competence 

in missile projects as well. All hose 
assemblies manufactured and 
supplied by AEPL are approved 
by DGCA under CAR21 Subpart 
G-ITSO C140 and Aircraft Seals as 
per DGCA-ITSO C150a standards 
as well.

The surface treatment plant is 
certified by NADCAP and the 
approval process is in pipeline for 
aircraft seals and fittings, which 
are required for civil aerospace as 
per QPL / QML by Performance 
Review Institute (PRI).

Indigenization of seals
In order to improve the quality of 

rubber product manufacturing, a 
Dust-Free Rubber Moulding Shop 
facility has been set up in AEPL’s 
Salem unit to guarantee world-
class products. With MRO gaining 
strength in Indian civil aviation, 
there are abundant opportunities 
for the development of seals 
through indigenization. With the 
above civil certification, AEPL is 
also receiving inquiries to supply 
parts for HAL’s civil programmes 
and would be expanding its 
capacity to cater to the civil market.

Testing facility
Another core area of AEPL is 

its strength in the qualification 
of material and assembly. AEPL 
strongly believes in testing facilities 
and is approved by NABL for 70 
types of testing of metallic & 
non-metallic details and product 
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inspection & testing. This test capability 
helps AEPL take up challenging new 
product development within a short span 
of time.

Plans for the future
Future programmes such as Composite 

manufacturing with cleanroom facility, 
MRO of actuators, Gear box, Special 
Machining facility, R&D setup and Vendor 
Managed Inventory are coming up at 

Hosur facility.
A highly-motivated senior leadership, 

dedicated team efforts, well-established 
systems and a determined approach have 
yielded AEPL enormous recognition at the 
national and state government-levels. In 
fact, the company has bagged 14 national 
awards from the Indian Government 
and other institutions so far. The most 
significant achievement is the National 
Award for Defence Absorption and 

Best Innovation presented by the Prime 
Minister. AEPL is also regularly honoured 
in the MSME segment in Tamil Nadu.

By continuously striving to be a part 
in supporting the Atmanirbhar Bharat 
initiative through building a strong 
manufacturing power, AEPL has already 
started its journey towards the making 
of the next level of Sub Assembly 
Manufacturing.

Global Defence Industry 
Converges in Cairo

Egypt will host the second edition 
of its premier international defence 
and military industries exhibition – 

Egypt Defence Expo (EDEX 2021) from 
29 November to 2 December 2021, at 
Egypt International Exhibition Centre 
in New Cairo. The expo, which offers a 
unique opportunity for exhibitors working 
in the defence industry to showcase the 
latest technology, equipment and systems 
across land, sea and air, is held under the 
patronage of His Excellency Abdel Fattah 
El-Sisi, President of the Arab Republic of 
Egypt and the Supreme Commander of 
the Armed Forces.

The expo, only tri-service defence 
and security exhibition in North Africa, 
is supported by the Egyptian Armed 
Forces and more than 400 companies 
are showcasing the latest technology, 
equipment and systems across land, sea 
and air. More than 30,000 visitors, from 
the defence industries sector and fields 
of armaments are expected to attend 
the second edition of EDEX as part of 
delegations from 75 countries.

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi, who is 
the Chief Guest of the event, will visit the 
exhibition to review latest technological 
developments in the defence sector. 
The participation of the President and 
the support of the Egyptian Armed 
Forces to the EDEX exhibition show the 
country’s focused-interest in the military 
modernisation programmes and foreign 
collaborations.

Several major international 
manufacturers of military equipment 
including Boeing, Lockheed Martin, 
Dassault Aviation, Naval Group, 
Hensoldt, Fincantieri, MBDA, Esri North 
Africa have confirmed their participation 
in EDEX 2021. Over the course of the 

four day event, attendees will also have 
the opportunity to meet face to face with 
influential decision makers from within 
the international defence community 
including

With 920,000 military personnel, the 
largest military power in Africa and one 
of the leading forces worldwide, Egypt is 
an ideal venue for a large-scale defence 
& security event. Egypt has historically 
maintained its investment in the military 
modernisation programmes over these 
decades as a defence strategy and has 
strengthened national production lines 
across a range of military complexes.

India is participating in the event in a big 
way with many of its DPSUs attending 
the expo eyeing global prospects in the 
export of their products as well as forging 
new partnerships. Hindustan Aeronautics 
Limited, Bharat Dynamics Limited, Bharat 
Electronics Limited, Munitions India, 
DRDO, BEML and Brahmos Aerospace 
are part of the Indian Pavilion.

The expo will mark a major presence of 
the UAE Defence Industries led by EDGE. 
Major Saudi Arabian companies are also 
participating in the event. The Russian 
Pavilion led by Rosoboronexport and 
Rostec also is an attraction.

His Excellency Abdel Fattah El-Sisi
President of the Arab Republic of Egypt 
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Saudi Chemical Company Limited is one 
of the leading manufacturers of civil and 
military explosives, with around 50 years 
of success in the industry. What are the 
major achievements of the company over 
these years?

Saudi Chemical Company Limited was 
established in 1972, and since then it has 
enjoyed a prominent position pioneering 
explosives manufacturing in Saudi 
Arabia. It was the first civil explosives 
manufacturing company to directly 
support the fields of construction, mining, 
infrastructure, cement industry and oil 
exploration in Saudi Arabia; the company 
has quickly expanded its services 
outreach regionally and internationally as 
a civil explosives provider.

In line with the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia’s Vision 2030 goals, we have 
embarked on a strategy of developing 
our capabilities in manufacturing 

military explosives and fuzes, aiming to 
contribute to developing Saudi Arabia’s 
military industries sector and localizing its 
products.

Along with our three civil explosives 
plants and the distribution sites spread 
across all regions of Saudi Arabia, we 
announced the building of a ‘Military 
Industries Complex’ for military energetic 
materials and solutions in the country’s 
capital Riyadh which is the region’s first 
energetics research and development 
facility.

Could you tell us about the other 
companies under the aegis of Saudi 
Chemical Company Holding and their 
operations?

Saudi Chemical Company Holding 
owns and operates five subsidiaries, 
all of which serve the development of 
the non-oil sector, including the Suze 

International Nitrate Company (SINCO) 
in Egypt. SINCO produces various grades 
of Ammonium Nitrate products, which is 
being sold globally.

What are the products and services 
offered by Saudi Chemical Company 
Limited? What are the highlights of your 
operations in the defence sector?

Saudi Chemical Company Limited 
focuses on realizing its strategic objective 
of being recognized as the leading 
producer of civil and military explosives 
locally, regionally and expanding the 
reach of its services and solutions to 
global level. The long and distinguished 
history of the Saudi Chemical Company 
Limited in the civil explosives sector 
reflects its capabilities as we have 
worked on mega projects in Saudi Arabia 
and  neighbouring countries in civil, 
infrastructure, cement, exploration and 
mining industries over the course of the 
last 50 years.

We have expanded our capabilities and 
activities into the military sphere with the 
aim of supplying the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia with military products and services 
by 2030, as well as developing energetic 
solutions for both the Saudi military and 
global customers.

Saudi Chemical Company Limited’s 
products include non-electrical 
detonators, primary explosives, fuzes, 

Eng. Abdullah Al-Znaedi  
CEO, Explosives Sector 
Saudi Chemical Company Limited

Pioneering leader in 
Saudi explosives industry

The first civil explosives manufacturing company 
to directly support the fields of construction, 
mining, infrastructure, cement industry and oil 
exploration in Saudi Arabia, Saudi Chemical 
Company Limited is now manufacturing military 
products to turn into reality the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia’s Vision 2030 goals. Engineer Abdullah Al-
Znaedi, CEO, Explosives Sector, Saudi Chemical 
Company Limited, explains
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blasting agents, seismic explosives and 
initiation systems also.

Implementing the highest standards 
in safety, quality and certification is 
a major pillar of the Saudi Chemical 
Company Limited’s successful strategy 
as it is fully committed to providing a 
safe environment for our employees 
as well as high quality products to our 
customers that has created a competitive 
advantage in the market. Consequently, 
we have attained certifications from 
the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO), including ISO 
9001:2015/ ISO 45001:2018 / ISO 
14001:2015; US Department of Defence 
military standards and NATO standards 
for safety and security. 

Could you share details of your export 
business and international operations? 

Who are the major clients?
The focus of Saudi Chemical Company 

Limited is on satisfying the local 
demand within Saudi Arabia especially 
in the mining, cement and infrastructure 
sectors in addition to the military sector. 
However, we do provide direct products 
sales and solutions for other customers 
within the region.

The company has large factories and 
several distribution centres. How strong is 
the supply network?

Saudi Chemical Company Limited 
is in the business of explosives for 50 
years. We had served local and regional 
customers with a very well-established 
supply network. It is well-known that 
dealing with explosive materials is 
highly restricted and controlled by many 
governmental authorities and other 

stakeholders; and we have proven during 
the past years the company’s capability 
to manage all supply chain activities 
efficiently.

Could you shed some light on your R&D 
and manufacturing capabilities?

The Research and Development (R&D) 
Centre belonging to our Military (as well 
as Civil) Industries Complex is considered 
the first-ever military energetics centre in 
the Middle East. The R&D Centre, located 
in Riyadh, will contribute to transforming 
our company into a national supplier of 
military energetic products and solutions. 
The objectives of the R&D Centre revolve 
around developing customer solutions 
and local products of the highest quality, 
ensuring adherence to the highest 
standards.

What are the expansion plans of the 
company? Could you share with us the 
objectives to be achieved in the coming 
years?

Saudi Chemical Company Limited is a 
subsidiary of Saudi Chemical Company 
Holding which is also active in other 
industries that support the growth 
of the non-oil sector in Saudi Arabia 
and contribute to implementing the 
principles of sustainable development in 
its economic, social and environmental 
dimensions.

At Saudi Chemical Company Limited, 
we aim to enhance our capabilities in 
the explosives industry and associated 
services and solutions, adhering to the 
objectives of the ambitious Vision 2030.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
handed over the HAL produced 
indigenous Light Combat 

Helicopter (LCH) to the Indian Air Force 
(IAF) during the ‘Rashtriya Raksha 
Samarpan Parv’ celebrations to mark the 
75th year of India’s independence, held 
at Jhansi, Uttar Pradesh from November 
17 to 19. The IAF Chief Air Chief Marshal 
Vivek Ram Chaudhari symbolically 
received LCH in presence of several 
dignitaries.

LCH is the dedicated combat helicopter 
designed and developed indigenously 
for the first time in India. LCH is the only 
Attack Helicopter in the world which can 
land and take-off at an altitude of 5000 
m (16400 ft) with considerable load of 

weapons & fuel meeting the specific 
requirements of Indian Armed Forces.

HAL has proactively initiated advance 
action towards launching the production 
activities of 15 LCH LSPs with internal 
funding. Material procurement for all 
the 15 helicopters have been completed. 
Three helicopters are ready for delivery 
to users and the balance helicopters are in 
advanced stages of production. HAL has 
initiated various planning activities and has 
drawn a detailed master plan for achieving 
the peak rate production capacity of 30 
helicopters per annum in order to cater to 
production of balance 145 LCHs.

Boost to Make-in-India, Prime Minister 
Hands Over HAL Made LCH to IAF
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Adroit Inventor in Strategic 
Electro-Optic Applications

With nearly four decades of expertise in the defence, 
space and communications markets, Electro Optic 
Systems (EOS) has been one of the top reliable brands 
globally in advanced electro-optic and microwave 
applications. EOS is a global market leader in remote 
weapons station domain.  Counter UAS Systems (CUAS) 
and Remote and Autonomous Systems (RAS) are the 
two areas of significant growth in the current Defence 
Industry market and the current EOS product line 
gives the company a strong lead in these fields. In an 
interview with Aeromag, Dr. Andreas Schwer, President 
EMEA & Delegate of Group CEO,EOS (Electro Optics 
Systems ) talks about the companys latest operations 
and the participation at EDEX 2021.

Could you talk about the 
major defence products and 
solutions of EOS?

Electro Optic Systems 
(EOS), an Australian-owned 
technology and manufacturing 
company, has been operating 
in the defence, space and 
communications markets 
for over 37 years. EOS’ 
products incorporate a range 

of technologies including 
advanced electro-optic and 
microwave applications 
based on core technologies 
in software, laser, electronics, 
optronics, gimbals, telescopes 
and beam directors, as well 
as precision mechanisms and 
high-end broadband radio 
transceivers and SATCOM-
on-the-move terminals. EOS 

owns all intellectual property 
along with complete vertical 
design allowing for long-term 
obsolescence management.

Key products include next 
generation remote weapon 
stations, vehicle turrets, laser 
weapons (directed energy 
effectors), counter-UAS 
systems, lethality systems 
for remote and autonomous 

platforms, and battlegroup 
and below communications 
systems.

EOS has been developing 
remote weapon stations. 
Could you give details and 
who are major customers?

You are right, EOS has been 
the originator and inventor 
of this new class of weapon 
system many years ago. Since 
that time - and till today – 
EOS is a global market leader 
in this domain. We have 
an extensive list of foreign 
contracts with over 2000 
systems in service around 
the world. Customers include 
the US Forces, Australian 
Defence Force, Indonesian 
Armed Forces, Netherlands 
Ministry of Defence, Republic 
of Korea Army, Singapore 
Armed Forces, Royal Thai 
Army, Saudi Arabian Ministry 
of the Interior and UAE Armed 
Forces.

Dr. Andreas Schwer 
President EMEA & Delegate of Group CEO, EOS
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What are the expansion 
plans of EOS?

There are two areas of 
significant growth in the 
current Defence Industry 
market.  Counter UAS Systems 
(CUAS) and Remote and 
Autonomous Systems (RAS).  
The current EOS product line 
gives the company a strong 
lead in these fields.  

Our obsession with precision 
and accuracy means that our 
systems are highly effective 
as CUAS effectors.  The EOS 
Titanis CUAS system builds 
on our extensive CUAS R&D 
to provide a complete CUAS 
capability that is flexible 
and adaptable to any CUAS 
requirement or budget.   The 
true flexibility of Titanis is its 
ability to be scaled and this 
is because any existing EOS 
weapon station can become 
part of an integrated and fully 
modular CUAS capability.

However, the backbone 
and highlight of our Titanis 
system forms the Directed 
Energy effector (DE), our 
High-Energy Laser Weapon 
System. EOS is quite unique 
in the global market with its 
NATO qualified DE-product, 
being already under serial 
production and ready for 
export.  Titanis can provide 
full hemispherical protection 
to a small and highly mobile 
Special Forces patrol or a fixed 
facility covering many square 
kilometers.  The UAS threat 
has caught many militaries 
off-guard, our Titanis system 
provides a fast, effective, low 
risk and low cost solution to 
this growing problem. 

Two characteristics of the 
EOS weapon station family 
have made our systems 
particularly popular with the 
RAS community.  They are 
the ability to mount highly 
lethal weapon systems in 
very lightweight packages 
and our simple and intuitive 
user interface.  These two 
characteristics allow our 
systems to be easily adapted 
to RAS capabilities.  Interfaces 

with communications bearers 
and Artificial Intelligence 
systems are straightforward 
and quickly implemented 
and our lightweight weapon 
stations allow small RAS 
platforms to carry very high 
levels of firepower.  EOS has 
already provided lethality 
solutions to around a dozen 
different RAS platforms and 
the list is expanding.  

The two growth areas 
above have also lead EOS 
to reach into new sectors.  
The backbone of the Titanis 
CUAS system is our own 
C2 application which we 
are hosting on our own C4I 
network.  While we won’t be 
presenting these products at 
EDEX please keep an eye out 
for them in future product 
releases. 

EOS is involved in the space 
domain also. Could you 
describe the major products 
and applications?

EOS produces highly 
accurate, real-time space 
intelligence products for 
Space Domain Awareness and 
Space Traffic Management, 
including Data-as-a-
Service, for customers on 
satellite capabilities, orbital 
characteristics and potential 
conjunctions. This information 
can be used to enable safe 
satellite operations and fully-
informed decision making in 

the space domain.  EOS strives 
to ensure both commercial 
and defence customers 
achieve the highest probability 
for their mission success.

EOS is also on its way to 
become the operator of 
the first mobile satellite 
communication network 
using optical ground-to-
space communication, 
called Spacelink. This 
system will offer from 2024 
more bandwidth for secure 
governmental communication 
than any other existing 
satellite system. Most recently, 
we have placed the contract 
for the construction of the 
first generation of satellites.

What are the major products 
EOS offering to Egypt and 
what are the technologies and 
products showcasing at EDEX 
exhibition?

The focus of our EDEX 
display is our R150 and R400 
weapon stations.  These two 
systems fill unique positions 
in the international weapon 
station market and offer a 
broad range of capabilities.

The R150 is a lightweight 
weapon station that can 
mount weapons from 5.56mm 
through to 14.5mm.  The 
R150 is 3 axis stabilized and is 
equipped with EOS’s own high 
resolution/long range sensors 
and laser range finder.  With 
a .50Cal machine gun and a 

full load of ammunition the 
whole system is under 200kg 
making it easily adaptable to 
even the lightest of platforms.  
The R150 maintains EOS’s 
signature accuracy and 
precision allowing it to serve as 
an effective CUAS capability 
when equipped with a simple 
7.62mm machine gun.

The R400 is the next system 
up in the EOS weapon 
station range and provides 
an unprecedented level of 
flexibility, firepower and 
precision.  Mounting weapons 
from a single 5.56mm 
machine gun through to a 
multi weapon combination of 
30x113mm cannon, 7.62mm 
machine gun and dual missile 
launcher, the R400 can bring 
medium AFV firepower to 
lightweight platforms.  The 
dual weapon equipped 
system is less than 500kg and 
provides highly lethal 30mm 
firepower out to 2000m.  It 
can be equipped with an 
independent radar capability, 
and like the R150, the R400 
is a highly capable CUAS 
system. 

While our EDEX presence 
will center around these two 
systems EOS representatives 
will be available to discuss 
and provide information on 
our R800 and Directed Energy 
systems as well as all the other 
elements of the EOS product 
portfolio.
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Since 1991, Englo has been 
offering various applications 
and products for the Defence 
sector. Could you tell us about 
the early years?

As soon as Estonia restored 
its independence in 1991, we 
founded our company Englo. 
The early years were quite 
complicated.  Private business 
was forbidden during the time 
of the Soviet Union. But we 
had experience in R&D and 

production of electronic devices 
for chemical analysis. This was 
of great help for the future.

The first customers were from 
the road-building sector and 
the task was to design and 
produce levelling systems for 

graders! Quite a big change 
from the 10 nL dispensing 
sampler to the road machines. 
But we managed with that and 
from this point we were ready 
for the new challenges. And 
these were waiting for us! Very 

Making a mark in military,
construction sectors

Estonia-based Englo LLC has been 
focusing on two sectors of customer 
groups - military & mining and civil & road 
construction – over the last thirty years. 
Mrs. Karin Punning, CEO of the firm, 
explains the eventful journey

Karin Punning
CEO, Englo LLC

Blasting machine with digital 
ohmmeter ERNA-5, firing 
voltage 560 V

Blasting machine BART-2, 
firing voltage 1250 V

Detonator line ohmmeter OOM-4
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soon, we were also involved 
in the R&D and production of 
mine detectors, blasting devices 
etc. for the military.

From this early time till the 
present day we have had 
mostly two sectors of customer 
groups: military & mining and 
civil & road construction.

Currently, the company is 
involved in manufacturing 
several products for the 
military. What are the major 
technologies and products?

We started R&D and 
production of devices for the 
military quite soon as the 
world market was still closed 
for us but the demand grew 
every day. The very first 
devices for the military were 
mine detectors and blasting 
machines. Quite well-known 
was our first blasting machine 
LM-2M, which was said to 
do everything except to make 
coffee!

For the military, we now 
produce blasting machines 
either with batteries or with 
hand generators; clackers; 
detonator line ohmmeters and 
blasting machine testers. Our 
smallest blasting machine is 
a clacker, PONGO, having a 
weight of a mere 150 g and 
carrying out more than 1,000 
blasts without any feeding.

Englo is involved in civil & 
road construction, mining 
and surveillance & inspection. 
Could you give details of the 
company’s activities in these 
sectors?

As mentioned above, the 
very first customers for Englo 
came from road construction 
companies. So we have 
produced measuring devices 
for this sector for almost 
30 years and can mention 
quite many devices. In our 
production line for civil & 
road  construction are the 
LWD portable deflectometers, 
levelling systems for graders 
and bulldozers, walking 
profilometers, road pavement 
roughness (IRI) measuring 
devices, penetrometers, cable 
length measuring devices etc.

For the mining sector, we 
produce blasting machines and 

detonator line ohmmeters. For 
surveillance and inspection, we 
can offer traffic counters, traffic 
surveillance and alarm systems 
for area protection, portable 
and stationary devices for 
radiation measuring etc. Almost 
all of our devices for road 
construction and building help 
the customers to monitor the 
quality of the work performed.

As the needs of our customers 
will grow and change with 
every day we are continuously 
involved in the R&D of the new 
developments, new products 
and new solutions. As we say 
the iron is on fire all the time!

Which products and 

applications of Englo have 
found an export market? Could 
you talk about expansion plans 
of the company for the Middle 
East, Africa and India?

We have to say that all devices 
have found the way for export. 
We have quite many contacts 
outside Estonia but certainly 
not too much.

Currently, we are looking for 
the companies or institutions 
interested in our products and 
willing to cooperate with us. So, 
we are participating in the Egypt 
Defence Expo (EDEX 2021) to 
explore new possibilities for 
export and cooperation in this 
very promising and rapidly 
developing area.

Blasting machine LM-2M

Clacker PONGO, 
firing voltage 10 V

LWD deflectometers INSPECTOR-4 
and INSPECTOR-5

Traffic counter KLL-3B

Alpha, beta and gamma radiation 
measuring device RADON-4
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Countering the threat 
caused by drones is 
now a global issue 

and an increasing concern 
for the military, government 
and homeland security forces 
across every continent. 

It is expected that unmanned 
aerial systems (UAS) will be 
used increasingly for malicious 
purposes as the cameras, 
weapons, toxic chemicals 
and explosives they are able 
to carry will be used for acts 
of terrorism, espionage and 
smuggling. 

The Titanis Counter UAS 
(CUAS) system has been 
developed by Electro Optic 
Systems (EOS) to address the 
growing threat from malicious 
and threatening unmanned 
aircraft systems.

Based on the proven EOS 
R-Series remote weapon 
systems, Titanis is a fully 

integrated, scalable counter 
unmanned aircraft system 
(CUAS) suite combining 
specific detection, command 
and control (C2), and layered 
hard and soft kill defeat 

capabilities necessary to 
acquire, track, and defeat 
swarming UAS threats. The 
Titanis CUAS configuration 
incorporates direct fire 
engagement systems, passive 
and active soft kill electronic 
warfare systems, an integrated 
sensor suite – including pulse-
Doppler, software defined 

radar, day/thermal camera, 
laser rangefinder, and radio 
frequency detection systems 
– plus an optional directed 
energy (DE) hard kill effector. 
These systems sit together 

with, and are integrated 
through, a proprietary C2 and 
fire control system developed 
by EOS. 

Titanis’ DE system has been 
deployed with a 35kW high 
energy laser (HEL), although 
the HEL in its current format 
is capable of scaling to around 
55kW. The HEL system has 

been demonstrated as a 
small containerised system; 
however, while the DE beam 
director is slightly different to 
a weapons station it has 60% 
commonality with the R400S 
RWS and will therefore be 
employable from deployable 
platforms. 

Developed and manufactured 
in-house by EOS, the DE 
system – which includes 
the beam director, and co-
mounted optical target 
identification and tracking 
system – is designed to address 
Groups I, II, and III UAS swarm 
threats, with high rates of 
target engagement, out to 
ranges of 4000m. 

The ability to maintain 
and manage the quality of 
the beam, the software that 
ensures precision engagement 
and drives the process, and 
all the mechanical designs 
and architectures, are all 
EOS designs and intellectual 
property. 

Arguably, the largest growth 
rate in lightweight lethality 
systems is in the unmanned 
systems space, for both 
integration on unmanned 
platforms with remote 
operation, and also for the 
engagement and defeat of 
unmanned systems. In a CUAS 
application, Titanis with direct 
engagement/point defence, 
passive and active EW and 
directed energy capabilities 
constitutes a significant force 
multiplier.

See the EOS team at EDEX 
2021 at the UAE Pavilion,  
Hall 3 -C30 or contact us at 
enquiry@eos-aus.com

Titanis: Fully integrated CUAS 
system with soft, hard and 

directed energy kill capabilities

Scalable detection and countermeasures to suit individual vehicles through to large facilities. Titanis 
has flexible lethality options from 7.62mm MG to 35kW directed energy (pictured)

(Titanis video)
FIND OUT MORE: eos-
aus.com/defence
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FZ Company for Export-Import & 
Logistics Services in Cairo, Egypt 
was established in 1994 and is a 

major supplier for the Egyptian Army, 
Egyptian military factories under the 
Arab Organization for Industrialization, 
Egyptian Police and National Organization 
for Military Production.

FZ company has a branch dealing with 
Egyptian army and military factories led by 
Engineer Brigadier General (Retd.) Medhat 

Fawzy. He is the Managing Director of 
the company with an experience of more 
than 25 years by serving in the military 
land forces and National Organization for 
military production.

SC (Service Consultant Company) and 
its sister organization, Paradise is for 
trade of military and telecommunications 
equipment. SC company is a security 
organization and hires and sells security 
equipment such as security gates, 
communication (wireless) equipment and 
explosives detectors.

IDARAT Company is working for secured 
money transportation and guarding 
facilities or personnel.

PISTOL Company is for sale of arms and 
ammunition.

The group company has expertise in 
Security consultancy and logistics of 
military and security equipment.

The company is representing some of the 
foreign aerospace and defence industries 
from Czech Republic, Cyprus, India, 
and Spain. The aerospace division has 
experienced staff amid security, military, 
maintenance, and logistic fields.

The company has opened a new trading 
market for all kinds of security and military 

equipment through the legal channels and 
under the umbrella of Egyptian law and 
procedures.

Airports and ports:
The company is a major supplier and 

is working with all airports and ports in 
Egypt, to ensure the efficiency of handling 
the critical and urgent goods.

EDGE, the region’s leading technology 
company for defence and beyond 
and Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI), 

Israel's primary defense and aerospace 

company, have signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MoU) to establish a 
maintenance center, for a selection of 
IAI's systems, in the UAE. In addition to 

maintenance, the centre will advance local 
marketing of these systems. The agreement 
covers electro-optics advanced systems 
including IAI's POP family (Plug-in Optronic 
Payload) systems, Mini-POP and MOSP 
(Multi-Sensors Optronic Stabilized Payload) 
surveillance payloads for land, naval and air 
applications.

IAI's POP is a Plug-in Optronic Payload 
electro-optical sensor system, equipped 
with a powerful laser designator and eye-
safe range finder. The MiniPOP is a dual-
axis that includes a continuous zoom color 
day camera and a thermal imaging camera. 
A laser pointer, eye-safe laser rangefinder, 
and automatic tracker. The MOSP is a 
highly stabilized long-range reconnaissance 
and targeting multi-sensor family of 
payloads for Airborne and maritime 
applications.

EDGE and IAI Sign MOU to Establish
 Electro-Optics Marketing & Maintenance Centre

Right to left- Yehuda Lahav EVP Marketing IAI, Boaz Levy, President and CEO of IAI, 
HE Faisal Al Bannai CEO and Managing Director, EDGE Omar AL Zaabi, Senior VP Head 
of program Acquisition, Group

FZ Group: A Major Defence 
Supplier in Egypt

Dr.Ashraf Rashed
Chairman

Eng.Medhat Fawzy
Managing Director 
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Kalashnikov supplies Strela-10M3 SAM 
systems with brand-new guided missiles

The 9M333 is used as 
part of the 9A34M3 
and 9A35M3 anti-

aircraft missile systems 
Strela-10M3.

The missile is designed to 
engage low-altitude planes, 
helicopters, drones and cruise 
missiles at any season and in 
situations involving airborne, 
parachuted and modulated 
organized optical jammers. The 
9M333 seeker has three modes 
of operation: photo contrast, 
infrared and interference.

The missile is capable of 
hitting targets at distances 
up to 5,000 m, with target 

velocities of up to 679 m/s and 
flight altitudes from 10 to 3,500 
m.

This ammunition allows 
producing fire according to 
the "fire and forget" principle, 
i.e. immediately change the 
location of the anti-aircraft 
missile system after launch.

The product is manufactured 
at Kalashnikov Concern. Its 
first public demonstration 
was held in 2020 as part of 
the International Military-
Technical Forum ARMY-
2020. In December 2020, the 
9M333 SAM has successfully 
passed qualification and flight 

tests and fully confirmed its 
compliance with the customer's 
requirements. The periodic 
flight tests conducted in 
October 2021 produced good 
results.

Strela-10M highly mobile air 
defense system is designed for 
protection of army units in any 
forms of combat operations and 
on the march against air threats 
at low and ultra-low altitude. 

Kalashnikov Group has successfully completed 
production and delivery of 9M333 anti-aircraft 
guided missiles (SAMs) to the Russian Ministry of 
Defense, reported the company.
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Russia introduces Tornado-family 
rocket launchers to market

The Russian Missile Troops and Artillery 
receive the Tornado-family multiple 
rocket launch (MRL) systems, the 

Ministry of Defense announced. Meanwhile, at 
the international level Russia's Rosoboronexport 
is currently marketing Tornado-G 122 mm and 
Tornado-S 300 mm MRLs – the country's latest 
rocket artillery developments incorporating new 
technologies and experience of the use of the 
renowned BM-21 Grad MRL for more than 50 
years.

The producer and developer of these systems is 
the Rostec’s Technodinamika holding company. 
One of the major fields of Technodinamika’s work 
is enabling the latest Russian MRL systems guide 
the rockets at flight with keeping the balance of 
their gunpowder to body mass ratio at increased 
range of fire.  

The Tornado-G 122 mm system is much more 
effective than the Grad in combat effectiveness; 
the ratio of gunpowder mass to body mass in a 
new rocket is improved by 10 times (nevertheless 
the system keeps its ability to use the rockets of 
the previous generation as well). Remote control 
equipment and an automated fire control system 
are located in the cabin of the combat vehicle.

The heavier Tornado-S 300 mm MRL is 
developed on the base of the renowned 
Smerch system. It has dramatically improved 
characteristics, in particular, significantly 
increased firing range and accuracy. The projectile 
control system is based on a platformless inertial 
navigation system with support for satellite 
navigation onboard equipment, which enables 
aiming of each rocket at a separate object even at 
a multiple launch.

The maximum firing range has been increased 
1.7 times. The circular error probable for the 
guided missiles is significantly less. The personnel 

 

involved in the firing processes has 
been reduced by 5 times. There is 
the capability to fire a salvo of one 
combat vehicle against several targets 
without moving the package of 
guides. The time of readiness to fire 

from the moment of receiving data 
on the target has been reduced to 75 
seconds. The time for a full salvo is 
33 seconds. Possible are both single 
launches, as well as shootings with a 
full or incomplete salvo. 
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Aerospace Engineers, a prominent 
Aerospace Industry located in 
Salem, has won a long-term 

contract from Boeing to manufacture and 
supply critical aviation components and 
parts for the global aerospace company’s 
products. The contract order was handed 
over in the presence of the Tamil Nadu 
Chief Minister MK Stalin to R Sundaram, 
CEO and Managing Director, Aerospace 
Engineers, by Ashwani Bhargava, 
Director, Supply Chain Management, 

Boeing India.
“This contract is a testament to the 

commitment to quality, precision, and 
collaborative culture of MSMEs in 
Tamil Nadu. The co-operation between 
Aerospace Engineers and Boeing is a 
significant milestone and will provide 
an impetus to the growing aerospace 
and defense ecosystem in Salem and 
Hosur and Tamil Nadu Defence Industrial 
Corridor,” a government press release 
said.

R Sundaram, CEO and Managing 
Director, Aerospace Engineers, said 
that the company is setting up a new 
manufacturing facility for civil aerospace 
production at Hosur with covered 
building space of 1,25,000 square feet 
and expanding its existing Salem facility 
with an additional space of 50,000 square 
feet over the next 24 months with an 
investment of ₹150 crore. This additional 
facility will generate employment for 
1000 young people.

Aerospace Engineers Wins  
Long-Term Contract from Boeing

R Sundaram, CEO and Managing Director, Aerospace Engineers receiving the long-term Boeing contract from Ashwani Bhargava, 
Director, Supply Chain Management, Boeing India in the presence of the Tamil Nadu Chief Minister M.K. Stalin.

New deliveries of EXAVISION’s targeting 
systems for Remote Weapon Stations

Over the last 18 months, 
EXAVISION has produced and 
delivered to one of its main 

customers, important batches of targeting 
systems for naval remote controlled 
weapon stations. Next 12-months backlog 
is already busy with important deliveries.

EXAVISION’s multi-sensor targeting 
Electro-Optical Systems are a smart 
combination of daylight sensors and 
uncooled thermal cameras, associated to a 
Laser Range Finder (LRF), and integrated 
into a waterproof, qualified and field 

proven mechanical assembly.
This product range has been designed 

and developed to answer all customer 
requirements focused on rugged 
equipment for military applications.

As a French optronics designer and 
manufacturer for more than 30 years, 
EXAVISION proposes a range of rugged 
optronic solutions suitable for small and 
medium Remote Weapon Stations, Army 
platforms (Infantry Fighting Vehicles, 
Armoured Persona Carriers, Light Battle 
Tanks, Self-propelled Artillery…) and Navy 
vessels (Destroyers, Frigates, OPV…).

Specific customized solutions are 
available for retrofit programs (cameras 
replacement, IR enhancement with cooled 
or uncooled cameras, all-in-one rugged 
boxes…) by keeping same interfaces for 
end-user.

• Tailored solutions (design and 
build) for Remote Weapon Systems

• French technology, no export 
restriction from third country

• Extend platforms’ lifecycle with 
optronic and mechatronic enhancement

• 15 years’ experience in various 
conditions (ground, naval)

THOR           THOR-LRD              TELLUS                   NEPTUS   RETROFIT
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